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SOME POLYNOMIALS DEFINED BY

GENERATING RELATIONS^)
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H. M. SRIVASTAVA AND R. G. BUSCHMAN

ABSTRACT.   In an attempt to present a unified treatment of the various

polynomial systems introduced from time to time, new generating functions are

given for the sets of polynomials {S„ ¿  (A.; x)} and {7"¿ ̂  '(\; x)}, defined respec-

tively by (6) and (29) below, and for their natural generalizations in several com-

plex variables.   This paper also indicates relevant connections of the results derived

here with different classes of generating relations which have appeared recently

in the literature.

1. Introduction.  Recently, H. B. Mittal [6] demonstrated some applications

of the differential operator

(1) Tk = x(k + xD),   D = d/dx,   k a constant,

which evidently has the property that

(2) TÏ{xa} = (* + k)nxa+">

where « is a positive integer and, in general, (a)x = T(a + X)/T(a). His main

result may be stated as

Theorem 1 (Mittal [6, p. 81]).  Corresponding to every power series

00

(3) IK") = Z %,«*".      7o * 0,
n=0

one can define a set of polynomials {f„?p™q>(c>x)} by

,     s [«/il   (~n)nk(a + mn)/n_r„„sl. ,      ,   ,     .,

(4) fn%mq\c;x)=   Z    i+Z-l)n) e ^V*^*'
fe=0    V« + V"      i)n)(p-mq + q)k
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such that

~       (g + Vmn       f(a + l,m)(       )XHf!_=    (1 + vf + 1    MctWl + uf}

where a and c are constants, m, p and q are positive integers, and v = xr(l + v)m.

A closer look at the defining relation (4) would evidently expose a number

of superfluous parameters on its right-hand side. For instance, one can replace,

without any loss of generality, x by ((- l)qx/c)l^p~q^. Also, in the generating

relation (5), t can conveniently be replaced throughout by t/x. Furthermore, it

would suggest the following interesting extension of Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. Corresponding to the power series \p(u) given by (3), let

ln,q](-ri)k(l + a + (ß+l)n)Xk
(6) Sia>ß)(\-x)=   y   -—-Tfc* »
W **t<M>     ¿L        (l + a + ßn\x+q)k

where a, ß and X are arbitrary constants, real or complex, and q is an arbitrary

positive integer.

Then

(7) Ê f+»+l>)^f^v-Q^f-m-»m+»n

where w is a function of t defined by

(8) w = t(l +wf+1,   w(0) = 0.

(We assume throughout that a and ß take on such values that equations

like (7) make sense.)

Since it is readily seen that

(9) /&#(*;x) = S^-^-'Kp -mq,(- QW«),

Theorem 1 would follow from Theorem 2 in the special case when, for instance,

X and ß > 0 take on integral values only.

Our proof of Theorem 2 is direct; it does not make use of the differential

operator Tk defined by (1).  Indeed, in view of the elementary relationship

(~n)k = (- l)fc«!/(« - k)\, 0 < k < «, we observe that
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n=0  \ " /

n=o      fc=o \       n    qK /

= ¿ h^v**** ¿ /a+(P+í)9*+A*+oí+i)«\ ̂
fc=0 n=0\ n '

The inner series can be expressed in a closed form by using the following con-

sequence of Lagrange's expansion formula [7, p. 302, Problem 216] :

(H) ¿WV       « )' 1-ßw     >

where w is given by (8), and thus the generating relation (7) follows at once.

2. Applications.  At the outset, we remark that in an earlier work [13]

Srivastava has shown how Theorem 2, in the special case X = 0, can be applied

to derive a large number of generating relations for various special functions of

interest. As a matter of fact, he observed (cf. [11, p. 593 (16)]) that formula

(8.5) (Mittal [6, p. 80]), involving Jacobi polynomials, is contained in his gener-

ating relation [11, p. 591 (9)], and hence also in his subsequent result [13, p. 233

(12)].  Note that Mittal's formula [6, p. 79 (7.4)], involving Bessel polynomials,

which was given earlier by Calvez and Génin [2, p. 654 (22)], follows also as a

limiting case of Srivastava's generating relation [11, p. 594 (21)] evidently con-

tained in [11, p. 591 (9)] and [13, p. 233 (12)]. On the other hand, Mittal's

formula [6, p. 82 (9.9)] is a special case of a result of Chaundy [3, p. 62 (25)],

which is also contained in the aforementioned generating relations [11, p. 591

(9)] and [13, p. 233 (12)].

In this section we consider applications of Theorem 2 when X is a positive

or negative integer.  First of all we observe that, in the special case X = - 1, if we

set q = ß = 1, a = c - 1, yk = 8k/k\ and replace x, / by 1/x and -xi, respec-

tively, Theorem 2 would reduce fairly readily to the known generating relation (14)

of Rainville [9, p. 296]. Note that this formula of Rainville [9] would follow

also from Theorem 2 if we set X = 0, q = 1, ß = - 2, a = - c, yk = 5k/k\,

and replace x, t by - 1/x and xi, respectively.

On the other hand, for X = m - 2, m being a positive integer,"? = ß = 1,

a = a, Theorem 2 with x replaced by (- l)mx, and yk by yk/k\, was given recently

by Brown [1, p. 58, Theorem H].

Next we specialize the power series in (3) by means of
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(12) H») = rFslai> "' ,ar;bx,"' ,bs;u],

giving us

(i3)        yk = jn <flj)kl \k\ n (bj)kl~\ k >o.

The most interesting special cases would seem to occur when ß = 1 and X =

±(P~ 1)>P being an arbitrary positive integer. We are thus led to the hypergeo-

metric generating functions

„%\     n      Jr+P + q-lrs+P+q-l

(14\ fai''"'ar'     Afo;-#0,ACp-l;l+a + 2/i);      qOjp-Xf-'      "I
L*!«'"»**- A(p-rq-\;l+a+n);   q, +q _ ,y>+,-i *J

and

^./a + 2n\ [" a„-",af)A((7;-n);

_cfx_X»

(15) (\-Py-\q-p + Vp-e + >\

ifp<q + 1, or

"  /a + 2n\ Vax,--- ,ar,A(q;-n),A(p~q-\;a-n)\

¿0\   n    )r+P-lP'+P-iy *„... ,bs,A(p-l;-a-2n);

(16) (-«rfr-g-ir-«- T,
(p-i)p_1       J

,,-,/ 2 \<* ral>*">ar; / 2 \2q-p+l~\

■"-^""(tïo^) 4¿"'-¿'MW3y'í)      }
if p>q + 1, where, for convenience, A(m; X) is taken to abbreviate the sequence of
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m parameters X/m, (X + l)/m, • • • , (X + m - l)/m, m>l,it being understood that

the set A(0; X) is empty.

In the special case p = q, if we let q —*■ 1, both ( 14) and (15) would lead to an

interesting generating relation for a generalization of the pseudo Laguerre polynomials

given earlier by Shively [10, p. 54 (48)]. (See also Rainville [9, p. 298 (5)].) On the

other hand, if in our formula (16) we set p = 2q, a = a - 1, and replace x, f by

(- O^zx1 ~q and xt, respectively, it would provide us with the corrected version of

the generating relation (9.11) of Mittal [6, p. 82].

Now we let ß — 0 and X = - p, where p is a positive integer < q, and from

Theorem 2 we obtain

f(a+n\      F     \ fl,,-",fl,,A(</;-n); q«x 1

„tiV   n   )^" ^"[b^--- ,bs,A{q-p;\+oi),A{p;-a-ri); (-pf^-pf-i'^

The generating relation (17) is a generalization, for instance, of formulas (25) and

(27) of Chaundy [3, p. 62], and of the more recent result (9.8) in [6, p. 82].

For ß = - 1 and X = -p, p being an arbitrary positive integer, Theorem 2

yields the generating functions

f./«\      F ai,---,ar,A(q:-ny. qox -|

n%\nJr+" *+*ll>l,"-.bl,A(fX-«hä(q-p.i+a-n): <rpY(q-py-p]

(18) [«,,•••,«,: x(-t)q~\
= (i+/)Vj.'        : ^^7 ,  tfp<*

(19)

„?0ür+pFí+'

,ar,A(p-q;-ct + n), A(q;-n);   (-q)q(p-qy>

,bs,A(p;-a);
-x \tn

<\+ñ° F \ai''"'a''   x(-tV 1      „   ^

Formula (18) is substantially the same as the generating function (17) above.

On the other hand, formula (19) incorporates, as its special cases, a fairly large

number of generating functions for various special functions of interest. As an

example, we cite the generating relation (26) of Chaundy [3, p. 62], which was

rediscovered, a decade later, by Rainville [8, p. 106 (6)].

Finally, we set ß = - 2 and X = p, p being a positive integer, and Theorem

2 gives us
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Y (a~"\ F Voir--,ar,A(p;\+a-n),A(q\-ri)\    pPqQx    1

„t0\  n  )r+P+" î+'+«|_       bl,---,bs,A(p+q;\+a-2n):(p+qr^jt

.,, / 7 \-a-i      [a., •••,«.; / 2 N9-^

which provides a generalization of the generating function (4) of RainvhTe [8, p.

104]. (See also Brown [1, p. 44, Theorem E].)

Similar specializations will evidently lead us to several other applications of

Theorem 2.

In view of (6) it seems natural to consider also the function defined by the

series

r**[(ax,Ax), •••, (ar,Ar); (bx, Bx), ••• ,(b, Bs);x]

(21) -   i r )[     s )~i

"I ]U ^A,k[]km (b,)B.k[   xk,
fc=o(/=i        '   i /    /=1        ' \

where all of the A¡ and B¡ are positive, and for convergence,

(22) l+¿^-¿^.>0,
/=! /=1

the equality holds only for suitably restricted values of \x\. This function is

closely related to the generalized hypergeometric function of Wright.  In the case

where all of the A- and B- are equal to 1 it reduces to the generalized hypergeo-

metric function rFs(ax, • • • , ar; bx, • • • , bs; x). If in Theorem 2 we set

(23) yk= In^vH^n^. k>

instead of as in (13), then rty* replaces rFs in (12) as the generating function and

for X > 0 we then obtain

¿ (a + iß+l)")r+q+i*t+ .[(-«/?> l),-,((-«+<?-l)/<7,l),(l+a + (/3+l>a),
<i=o V       n I

(24) («,, /!,), • • • ,(ar. Ar)\ (1 + a + ß„, X + <?), (ft,, ß,), "• , (ft,, Bs):qqx\t"

= (11t^" + ' X^i-Ai)-"- 'i"rAr)Ábx.Bx\--- ,{bs,Bs):x{-xvf(\+wf\,

where w is given by (8). If X = 0 then in (24) r+q + 1 **+1 is to be replaced by

r+q^*+x and the parameter pair (1 + a + (ß + ï)n, X) deleted. This is a general-

ization of formulas of the form of (14); similar generalizations can be obtained for

(15) through (20).
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3. A generalization of Theorem 2. Making use of Gould's identity [4, p. 196],

„%y + (ß+l)n\        n       )r

(25)

where a, ß and y are arbitrary complex numbers, and w is given by (8), we can

derive the following generalization of Theorem 2.

Theorem 3.  With the power series xp(u) defined by (3), let

6(n,q;a,ß,y,\;u)

(26)
^. 7 /a-y + U\ /n+qk + y/(ß + l)\-1      k

k%y + (ß+l)qk {     «     A        » /   7fc"'

where a, ß, y and X are arbitrary complex numbers, q is a positive integer, and

n = 0, 1,2, ••• .

Then

i  -y-^(a + (ß+l)n)s£f(X;x)t»
(27) „to7 + (ß+l)«V       » /   *«

= (1 + w)a0(x(-w)9(l + w)\ - w/(l + w)),

w«ere, /or convenience,

OB

(28) «K«, ") = Z ö(n. <7; a, A 7, X; «y,
n=0

a«i/, äs before, S^^ÇK; x) is given by (6) and w is given by (8).

For 7 = a, the generating relation (27) would simplify considerably. On

the other hand, its limiting case as 7 —► °° corresponds formally to our generating

function (7). Thus it would seem obvious that, for finite 7, 7 =£ a, Theorem 3

may be looked upon as being independent of Theorem 2.

Yet another interesting special case of the generating relation (27) would

occur when we set X = 0 and choose 7 so that (a - 7) is a positive integer. We

are thus led to what is essentially the same as Theorem 3 of Zeitlin [15, p. 410].

4. An associated set of polynomials. We define the set of polynomials

,   _ [«/<?] (-n)ak(a + (ß+l)n\k       k
(29) 7£/>(X;x)=   £    l      ^ " 7**.

fc=o     U + a + P"J(\+(j)fc
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where, as before, a, ß and X are arbitrary complex numbers, q is a positive integer,

and the yk are given by (3).  For these associated polynomials we give here a class

of generating functions of type (27) with y = a. Indeed, instead of the identity

(25) we make use of the following consequence of the Lagrange expansion formula

(cf. [7, p. 301, Problem 212])

Po)        a*^'-i+**wfIf;?,+,*)£.

which follows also from (25) when 7 = 0: and wherein w is given by equation (8),

and we obtain

Theorem 4. With the yk given by (3), let

(3D ««;«)= ¿ ¿7/.

Then

¿0 a + (ß+l)n{        «        An'<?(")

where a, ß and X are arbitrary constants, real or complex, q is a positive integer,

and w is a function of t defined by (8).

For ß = 1, the generating relation (32) would reduce to the elegant form

~r0 a + in \    n   /   "M

(32)

n=0

(33)
/ 2 Y*   /   a f 2 "p+2)<7\

= V1+0-4Í)1/2 J  S\X + 2q"'X(rt) Ll+(l-4r)1/2J /'

where f(a; u) is defined by (31).

A special case of our formula (33) when q = 1 and X = m - 2, m being a

positive integer, was given earlier by Brown [1, p. 61, Theorem I].

We remark in passing that even though the generating function in (32) is

not contained in Theorem 2 or Theorem 3 of this paper, it is essentially an inte-

grated form of the generating function given by Theorem 2.

5. Polynomials in several variables. In order to give a multidimensional ex-

tension of the generating relations (7) and (27), we define a function F[zx, ••• ,zr]

of several complex variables z t, • • • , zr by the formal series
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(34) F[z1,...,zr]= ¿ C(kx,~-,kr)zkxl-~zk/,

kl' ' " ' kr=Q

where the coefficients C(kx, • • • , kr), k, >0, 1 </ < r, are arbitrary constants,

real or complex. Corresponding to every multiple series of this type, we introduce

a set of polynomials in several variables zx, • • • , zr defined by

OfJ)I^|.,".V'il»"*»«rî*I»"*»*iJ

9l*l+,'-+*A's» (-»)«,*,+-..+,,4,0 +tt + <j»+ O«^,*,»...*^

0+tt+W(i,+i,)il+».HV(?r)»,

where a, ß and Xj, • • \, Xr are arbitrary complex numbers, and qx, ' • ' , qr are

positive integers.

As a consequence of the identity (25) we have a multidimensional extension

of Theorem 3 given by

Theorem 5. Corresponding to the multiple series F[zx, • • • , zr] defined

by (34), let

G(n,qx,--- ,qr;a,ß,y,\,--- ,\;ux, ••• ,ur)

M =        y _1_ (a-y + Xlkl+- + ycr\

Vb) *,...Tkr=o 7 + 03+ lXii*! + ••• +«A) V » /

/*+*!*,+-"+?r*, + ,r/tf+1)Y-> , ,*,        »:)\-1 * it

w«ere a, ß, y and Xx, • • • ,\are arbitrary complex numbers, qx, ' • ' ,qr are

arbitrary positive integers, and « = 0, 1, 2, • • • .

772e«

y  _1_fa + (/3+1>!W>rx    ...   Xa    •••   a-z   ... z U»
(37) Ào7 + (P+l)«V        n       P»     lX"       '*"«»'       ,^'      **'

= (1 + wfr/^í-wf'íl + w)\ • • • , X¿-wfr(l + W?r;-w/(l + w)],

where w is given by (8) and, for convenience,

00

(38) H[uv"' ,ur;v] = £ G(n,qx,'" ,qr;a,ß,y,Xx,'" ,Xr;ux,"- ,ur)\P.
n=0

Some special cases of this last generating relation are worthy of note. For

instance, if Xx = • • • = Xr = 0, it would reduce to a known result [14, p. 484 (5)].
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On the other hand, its limiting case when y —► °° would correspond formally to

the elegant generating relation

£ /« + (P+1)»\     (c)[Xij... tK;Qlt... )ff>;Zl,... ,zr]t»
(39) "=oV       ;

= (\+.W^+    F[zx(-wf\l +w)X\...,Zr(-w?r(l+wfrh

where F[zx, • • • , zr] is defined by (34).

Finally, we state without proof the following multidimensional extension of

the generating function (32).

Theorem 6. For arbitrary complex coefficients C(kx, • • • , kr), fc- > 0,

1 </<r, let

A„a,ß)[\i,-'- ,\,qi,'" ,q/,zv-~ ,zr]

gi*i + -"+qr*,.<"(-w),lit|+ — 4<,i,ft/a + tf+l)")Xlitl + ...4Xrfcl,

(40) k,,..-.*r»0 0 +a+^)(^,+?1)*1 + - + (^+9r)*r

• cX*,, ••• ,fcr)z,   •

w«ere a, ß and \x, • • • ,\are arbitrary constants, real or complex, and qx, • • •,

qr are positive integers.

Then

Y -«_ (a + (ß+1)n)AC.ß)\X   ...   Xa    ••■   a-z   •..  zlf"

(41)

= (1 +w)a//[a/{X+03+ l^hz^-w/'d +w)X',--- ,zr(-w),,(l+w)X'],

w«ere w is given by equation (8) and, for convenience,

(42)      H[a;ux,"-,ur]=        £ , ¿  /...+£   a*,.'" .*>*'—«*r-

It may be of interest to remark here that formula (39), which evidently

provides a multidimensional extension of the generating relation (7), is essentially

equivalent to the special case y = a of its parent formula (37). Note also that by

specializing the coefficients C(kx, • • • , kr) by means of equation (10) in the

earlier paper [14, p. 485], formulas (37), (39) and (41) can be applied to derive

generating relations for polynomial systems associated with the generalized Lauri-

cella functions of several complex variables (cf. [12, p. 454 et seq.]). We omit

details which may be left as an exercise for the interested reader.
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